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a transplant from the east village to the village of Maplewood, Michele
Bessey wanted a local store “with stuff I like.” In 2006, the former television producer, with no prior retail experience, opened her own lifestyle boutique. “Maplewood is the quaintest, cutest town,” says Bessey. “My shop is like one of those
places you find on vacation—a cool discovery.” Located on a side street in a quirky
former apartment with several different rooms, Perch’s stock, like the space, is full
of surprises. The inventory of furniture, home accessories, baby items, luxury papers and jewelry share a theme that even Bessey finds hard to pinpoint. “It’s modern farmhouse and country, but not fussy. The shop is very curated. I don’t have
anything here that I wouldn’t want in my house,” says the mother of two. Perch’s
approach is multifaceted. The store has a strong customer base—with a Facebook
page, a blog, a sampling of goods sold on the web and even an online magazine
that Bessey put together—that has encouraged her to launch interior design services and custom furnishings. She also hosts bus trips two or three times a year to
the antique markets she frequents. “I was used to coordinating that kind of thing
from my production days,” she says. “It’s great. We rent a bus, include a catered
breakfast—champagne on the way home—shop all day, fill the bus’s luggage compartment with stuff, and come home. The customers love it.”
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At this farmhouse-chic boutique, vintage meets modern with
an array of accessories, clothing and home goods.
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Cool Discoveries
1 BEAD IT Faceted sapphire gemstone necklace
in an ombre pattern on
16-inch cable chain by
Catherine Weitzman; $98.
2 CHILD’S PLAY Handmade, handpainted,
vintage-inspired wooden
music box with lullaby lyrics printed on back by Kerri
Lee; $58.
3 TAKE THE WRAP Eiffel
Tower wrapping paper by
Cavallini; 20 inches by 28
inches; $4.95.
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4 FLIGHT OF FANCY Shine
is a whimsical framed print
by Sugarboo Designs;
$525.
5 FRESH AND FRUITY
Stella perfume by Tocca
has the citrusy scent of
blood oranges; $68/1.7
ounces.
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